Automated Betting Setup PDF
This guide will explain how to connect your Betaminic account to your Bf Bot Manager software, and then how to import and start my bots sets for use with the Betaminic
strategies. Setting up the software and bot set can be complicated, so if you have any problems while setting up things, please contact me by email, and if needed, we can
have a Skype call where I screen share with you to demonstrate the process, or you screen share with me and I can check your settings with you.
If you want a custom set of bot strategies making for use with Betaminic, please let me know. I can try to help you. (Different stake sizes, strategy names, staking plans, etc.)
1. How to connect your Betaminic account to your Bf Bot Manager software
2. How to import and start my bot sets
3. How to find and follow the Betaminic strategies.

1. How to connect your Betaminic account to your Bf Bot Manager software
1. First, login to your Betaminic Builder on the Betaminic website. Go to the "Bf Bot Manager" tab in the Betamin Builder.
2. Copy the first URL on that page by left-clicking on the green "copy" button. This is the “Recommended URL to Export Pending Picks for the next 6 hours”.
(If your Bf Bot Manager URL is not there, email Betaminic to ask them to enable it on your account. )

3. In the Bf Bot Manager software, click on the "Manage Tips" button.

4.Click on the "Betaminic auto import settings" button in the Manage tips form.

5. Tick the checkbox to enable "Automatically import tips from your Betaminic account"
6. Right click and paste your Betaminic URL into this field.
7. Click "Download tips now" to manually import the first set of tips and check if it works. (It will only download tips if there are picks for matches that will kick off within the
next 6 hours.)
8. Click "Save" to keep these settings and exit this form. Your Betaminic account and Bf Bot Manager should now be linked.

9. If the software has imported any tips, you should be able to see them in this Tips form.

Troubleshooting
A) If no picks appear in your “Manage Tips” form, check your Betaminic Pending Picks page to see if you have any picks for games due to kick-off in the enxt 6 hours.
Only those tips will be imported. (This is for technical reasons connected to how Betfair manages it markets.)
B) If you want to force a test, you can copy the second “Alternative URL to Export All Available Pending Picks” URL from your Betaminc “Bf Bot Manager” page and
enter that in the “Download tips from URL” form in the Bf Bot Manager “Tips form”.

2. How to import and start my bot sets
1. In the Bf Bot Manager STRATEGIES tab, click on the “Import strategies” button.

2. From the bot set pack I sent you, extract the file folder and select the .gz bot set to import.
I recommend using the latest bot sets
(If you do not have the bot set, email me at betaminicbook@gmail.com with your latest Betaminic order number to become my referral and get the set.)

3. Check if you need to setup market autoloading.
For the overs bot sets, you need to setup autoloading for:
Over O.5 goals FT
Over 0.5 goals HT
Over 1,5 goals FT
4. If you are ok with the staking levels, you can now start all the bots. (If you want different staking levels, then you can edit each bot yourself or ask me to edit the set for
your preferred staking level.)
5. In the Betamin Builder on the Betaminic website. Find and follow the strategies that you want to follow.

3 How to find and follow the Betaminic strategies
If you are logged into the Betamin Builder, then you can click on the links in my emails or PDF guides to go to the strategies.
You can also search for strategies by name.
1. To find and follow them: you can “search by name” on the Betamin Builder “Public strategies” page, and follow them there by clicking on the green “Follow” button.

2. If you want to check what strategies you are following, tick the “Strategies I follow” checkbox and you will see only the strategies you are following. They will also have a
green tick on their “Follow” buttons.

I share my results on my Reddit community where other Betaminic users sometimes interact.
https://www.reddit.com/r/AutomatedBettingBots/
You are welcome to join if you like.
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The bots are usually setup for a 1000 GBP bank. (Please change the bank sizes of each bot if you want to change this.)
Each bot set bank is linked to each otherr and will place bets based on the overall P/L of all Betaminic bot strategies and add-on strategies together in that set.
The bots set includes “A” level stakes strategies that bet on each imported tip, and “B-Z” strategies that are triggered by the “A” strategies. This means the “A”
strategies must be switched on to trigger bets.
BOT SETTINGS DISCLAIMER – USE AT OWN RISK
This is the exact same bot set I am using. I make every effort to make sure the settings are correct, but there is always a chance of an error. Please be aware of this.
BANK EXPOSURE
There is a chance that on Saturday peak times there might not be enough betting bank to place all bets. If this look like it might occur, then switch off the D05 and
E09 Lay bots during peak periods which use up the most exposure.

